Reaching the financial finish line
What some American employees are doing to get there
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What do employees
define as achieving
“financial wellness”?
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American employees
generally fall within
one of three “tracks”
to financial wellness:
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Am I on track?
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“I AM on the
right track
to achieving
financial wellness”
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“Having financial
freedom that allows
me to enjoy my life”

“I am NOT on
the right track,
and I will not be
any time soon”
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The big picture
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“I am physically healthy”
78% of right-trackers exercise at least once a week
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“I am focused on the future”
98% of right-trackers
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“I have created a financial plan”
71% of right-trackers

“I am NOT on
the right track,
but I plan
to be soon”

“Living comfortably
and having control
over day-to-day
finances”

%

What are the “right-trackers” (55% of employed
Americans) doing to achieve financial wellness?
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“Being prepared for
unforeseen events
that could affect my
financial situation”

Winning requires five key factors
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“I feel good about myself, mentally”
63% of right-trackers say this makes them feel optimistic
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“I maximize my workplace benefits”
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Financial wellness is about a lot more than just finance. Right-trackers prove that achieving
financial health requires a mix of financial education, healthy living and a positive mindset.

57% of employees enrolled in more than three
nonmedical benefits are on the right track
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